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TO ALL: THANK YOU!

For this edition, we would like to bring some attention to our work with the numerous
local charities and agencies working with us to tackle poverty in our local communities.
It’s impressive to see what we can all do when we pull together. Have a read on how all
your donations and time go towards making partnerships possible with organisations
such as local Food Banks and Tooting Community Kitchen.
But let’s take a moment to thank Kevin and all the team at the wonderful Wandsworth
hub who have given their time, energy, patience and great humour to make it a success.
Indeed, this week we merged our Wandsworth hub with Merton allowing all 3 boroughs
to run out of one hub going forward. The team at Wandsworth did an amazing job running
it for the past 5+ months keeping the spirits of Wandsworth up and homes in need fed.
Let’s not forget their endless partnerships with agencies such as The Dinner Ladies in
Putney. These guys would whip up a beast of a dish every week and deliver bulks of it
to local NHS staff and those in need with food provided from DLAG Wandsworth. Don’t
worry, just because we’ve moved hub, local partnerships won’t disappear and you’ll still
catch us outside stalls in the Wandsworth area painting the streets yellow and blue.
Signing off with a ginormous thank you to St Michaels Church on Brathway Road for
hosting the hub, allowing us to put our imprint into Wandsworth.
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Partnering with Local Food Banks
We say it over and over again: teamwork makes the dream work. It’s important we keep
shedding light on how local organisations coming together have such an impact on
supporting people in need. At DONS Local Action Group, we want to support as many
local people as possible. It’s important we utilise what we have achieved through our
special relationship with our supporters and donors to maximise what we can do. We
touch base with Wimbledon Food Bank every week to find out what they need for the
following week. Every Friday, they send us their request and we shout out for it across
various stalls and have it ready for them on Monday. We give them a weekly van load of
whatever they need and we are also on call for any extra request throughout the week.
Sometimes, different stalls are calling out for different items depending on who we are
collecting for and for which borough. This helps us manage the food requests and avoid
any waste.
“The Foodbank has seen an unprecedented rise in demand since March 2020. It has been
a pleasure to work with the Dons and support the community. Due to the increase, we
continue to need more food supply, and the donations we receive from DONS are crucial
to providing the service.” —Corrine Marshall of the Wimbledon foodbank.
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Partnering with Tooting
Community Kitchen
Another incredible organisation we work with locally is Tooting Community Kitchen,
which prepares hot meals for the homeless and those in need. Our fresh food doesn’t
just go to making up our weekly fruit and veg bags, it also supports local kitchens doing
their bit. We round up food they need to help them make delicious meals. They had some
beautiful words to say about partnering with us. Another reminder of the effects we can
have on the community when we come together.
“At Tooting Community Kitchen we provide hot food, food parcels and so much more.
DONS Charity have been key in providing us with supplies, fresh fruit, veg, biscuits, eggs,
breads, and so much more on a weekly basis. It’s just amazing to receive this support in
the community, as we are able to reach more than 100 guests each week.
They have gone that extra mile to support us as we collaborate with Mindworksuk, a
charity that helps with mental health and a community hub to help families in need.
DONS Charity have provided families with laptops, iPads and household items.
Craig is a legend, a chap who wears his heart on his sleeve, and his team of volunteers
are awesome. We cannot thank DONS Charity enough for their continued support. Thank
you.” —Sahar Beg, CEO Tooting Community Kitchen.
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